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Abstract
A major cause of degradation of speech quality in HMM-
based speech synthesis is the use of a simple delta pulse signal
to generate the excitation of voiced speech.
This paper describes a new approach to using an acoustic
glottal source model in HMM-based synthesisers. The goal is
to improve speech quality and parametric flexibility to better
model and transform voice characteristics.
Index Terms: HMM-based Speech Synthesis, LF-Model, Glot-
tal Spectral Separation
1. Introduction
Standard HMM-based speech synthesisers produce speech by
shaping a multi-band mixed excitation with the spectral enve-
lope e.g. [1]. The periodic component of the excitation is mod-
elled by a delta pulse, which produces a buzzy speech quality.
Recently, different types of excitation signals have been
used in HMM-based synthesisers to reduce the buzzy effect.
For example, a multipulse-based excitation [3] and a glottal flow
pulse parameterised with the linear prediction (LP) coeffici nts
[4]. In previous work, we have similarly tried to reduce buziness
by using a post-filtered LF-Model signal [2]. In that work, the
parameters were not modelled within the statistical framework
of the synthesiser. In our current work, we extend that approach
by modelling the LF-model parameters and using them in the
synthesis, without applying any post-filter.
2. System
Our system is a modified version of the speaker-dependent
HMM-based speech synthesiser called Nitech-HTS 2005 [1].
Table 1 shows the main differences between the two systems.
2.1. Analysis
In our system, the LF-Model parameters are calculated from the
LP residual signal as described in [5]. One of the parametersis
F0 = 1/T , whereT is the duration of the LF-Model. The other
parameters are obtained by fitting the LF-model to the residual
pitch-synchronously, using a non-linear optimisation algorithm.
In Nitech-HTS 2005 the spectrum features are obtained
from the spectral envelope of the speech signal, which is cal-
culated with the STRAIGHT method. This spectrum cannot
be used to synthesise speech with the LF-model, because it too
contains information about the source. We use the Glottal Spec-
tral Separation (GSS) method [5] to remove the spectral effects
of the LF-model from the speech signal prior to estimating the
spectral envelope with STRAIGHT.
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Table 1:Main aspects of the Nitech-HTS 2005 with LF-Model.
Nitech-HTS 2005 HTS with LF-Model
Analysis STRAIGHT LF-model Extract., GSS
HMM 39 mel-sp.c.,∆, ∆2 39 mel-sp.c.,∆, ∆2
Feature 5 aperiod.,∆, ∆2 5 aperiod.,∆, ∆2
Vectors log F0, ∆, ∆2 5 log LF-param.,∆, ∆2
Synthesis MLSA filter & OLA FFT proc. & OLA
2.2. Acoustic Modelling
The five-state HMM structure was not modified. However, the
HMMs settings were adjusted to take into account the new glot-
tal features , e.g. the dimension of the LF-model,∆ and∆2
streams was set to 5. These streams are modelled by HMMs
based on multi-space probability distributions (MSD-HMMs),
because the LF-parameters are undefined in unvoiced regions.
Also, the decision tree used for HMM clustering with the LF-
parameters is the same as the one used withF0 in Nitech 2005.
2.3. Synthesis
Speech is synthesised with the LF-model by multiplying the
FFT of the mixed excitation by the amplitude spectrum obtained
from the spectral parameters, as in [5]. Then, the short-time sig-
nals are overlapped-and-added (OLA).
We have found the HTS with LF-model produced improve-
ments in speech quality (http://homepages.inf.ed.ac.uk/jscabral
/HTS.html). Also, formal evaluations are being conducted.
3. Conclusions
A glottal source model has been successfully integrated into
a standard HMM-based speech synthesiser by using the LF-
Model, a new spectrum and HMM modelling adjustments.
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